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Introduction

The last time Members from the EP's Delegation for relations with South Asian countries held 
talks with their Jatiya Sangshad counterparts was in February 2003, for the 3rd EP/Bangladesh 
IPM. This is not to say that, meanwhile, EP Parliamentarians had not had the opportunity to 
discuss with the country's authorities in other settings: thus, in November 2009, a Delegation of 
the Development Committee -which included the Bureau of the South Asia Delegation- visited 
the country in order to focus on the effects of climate change on Bangladesh.

Thus, the February 2010 mission allowed renewing talks in a formal Interparliamentary setting, 
with the EP's political spectrum being widely represented1. While a number of questions were 
raised during the talks, three issues emerged clearly:

(i) a follow - up discussion on climate change in a post-Copenhagen context ;
(ii) the future perspectives of the Peace Accord in the Chittagong Hills Tracts - which the 

delegation visited, and
(iii) the Rohingya refugee situation in the south, following the ethnic cleansing operations 

undertaken by neighbouring Myanmar and the adoption of an emergency resolution2 on 
the issue by the EP Plenary on 11/2/2010. The Delegation visited the Kutapalong refugee 
camp and held meetings on this issue in Cox's Bazaar as well as upon its return to Dhaka.

While reporting briefly on other issues raised, this Report will therefore focus on these three 
thematic elements in the light of the discussions the EP Delegation held, among others, with the 
following:

 Prime Minister Sheika Hasina, 
 Jatiya Sangshad Speaker Abdul Hamid,
 the Jatiya Sangshad All Party Group on Climate Change,
 Foreign Minister Dipu Moni, and officials from the Ministry including the Acting 

Foreign Secretary,
 M. Feroz Salah Uddin, Joint Secretary, Refugee Relief & Repatriation Commissioner, 

and officials belonging to the RRRC in the Kutapalong camp,
 Deputy Commissioner Gias Uddin Ahmed, Cox's Bazaar
 M. Shantu Larma, Chittagong Hills Tracts Regional Council Chairman, Rangamati
 Brigadier General Atiq, Commander of the LXIXth Brigade, Bandarban (CHT)
 Representatives of the media and the civil society,
 Representatives of the international organisations working on the field for refugee relief 

and/or local development (UNHCR, WFP, UNDP, UNICEF, in coordination with the 
EC's own DG ECHO)

 Representatives of international NGOs involved in refugee relief work (Action Contre la 
Faim, Médecins sans Frontières)

The EP Delegation would like to thank the Government of Bangladesh, the Delegation of the 
European Union in Dhaka and, last but not least, the UN agencies on the field for facilitating the 
successful undertaking of the Mission.

                                               
1 Five political groups (out of 7) participated to this mission. 
2 Resolution on Burma, adopted on 11/2/2010, Ref. P7_TA(2010)0033 ; see Annex III (edited version).
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I. Climate Change

This issue was the focus of the joint DEVE/D-SAS mission which visited Dhaka in early 
November 2009. On this occasion, therefore, Members were able to discuss the situation in the 
aftermath of the UN COP-15 climate talks that took place in Copenhagen in mid December 
2009.

On behalf of the European Parliament, the Chair of the Delegation shared with the authorities of 
Bangladesh the deep disappointment of the House at the poor results of Copenhagen – “a real 
missed opportunity”: this subject had just been discussed at the previous Strasbourg plenary, with 
the EP adopting a resolution on 10 February 2010, regretting the weakness of an Accord which 
failed to set global mid- or long-term reduction targets. The fact that the EU failed to speak with 
a single voice was clearly one of the factors which led to these results.

The message, in particular, that the EP fully accepted the historical responsibility of developed 
countries for climate change and their responsibility to provide financial and technical support to 
the developing world in order to allow the reduction of its greenhouse gas emissions, was well 
received. Dhaka, too, considers the origin of climate change to be in the Western industrialised 
countries and insists that according to the "polluter-pays-principle", the EU should support 
Bangladesh in its fight against the effects of climate change through adequate funding.

For Bangladesh, furthermore, climate change has become an issue of vital importance given the 
severity of the threat; this, perhaps, explains why this issue is one of the few which sees real
cross-party political cooperation: the All Party Group on Climate Change of the Jatiya 
Sangshad, formed already in 2003 and which held an interparliamentary meeting with the EP 
delegation, is one of the few instances where the opposition BNP participates in the discussion 
together with the ruling Awami league. 

During the talks held with the APGCG, 
with the eventual participation of Speaker
Abdul Hamid, Bengali MPs explained that 
their country is particularly affected by 
climate change, since its coastal areas 
suffer from rising sea levels and the 
interior is regularly flooded because the 
rivers carry more water due to melting 
glaciers. The combination of these two 
phenomena prevents the rivers from 
draining, which is a particular problem in a densely populated country where there is no sewage 
system. Agricultural land, simultaneously, is becoming increasingly saline. Projections exist on 
what the results could be of sea levels rising: according to the most common scenario of a +2°C 
rise, this would mean for Bangladesh a 1 metre rise of the sea level, which would ultimately 
translate in the loss of 8% of rural areas and, literally, tens of millions of internally displaced 
persons. 

Bangladesh MPs therefore stressed that new concepts – such as “climate refugees” and “climate 
justice” needed to be hammered-out and accepted by the international community – and 
urgently: “this is a SOS call”, especially since not only is the South vulnerable to land loss, but 
also the North in danger as a result of the melting glaciers in the Himalayas. Awami league MPs, 
in particular, shared their worries in this respect with the EP delegation: “China does not think 
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this in an issue”, and “is going on with its dams & hydro-projects” without accepting there is an 
adverse effect. There is therefore a need for a regional approach, which would involve Beijing.

Prime Minister Sheika Hasina, we should recall, had already explained before Copenhagen that 
her Government was aware of the problem and was not going to wait for the outcome of COP-15 
in order to prepare a national Climate Change and Strategy and Action Plan. Met by the 
Delegation, she confirmed that US$100 million had been allocated to back this up in the 
framework of a Multi-Donor Trust Fund (MDTF), stressing it was essential for the developed 
world to live up to its pledges by committing funds.

The MDTF had previously been discussed more in detail with Jatiya Sangshad APGCG
Members ; while MEPs fully agreed  that the principles of Government leadership and ownership 
should be safeguarded -together with the involvement of Bangladesh's civil society- it was felt 
that several question marks still prevailed over the actual administration of this fund; for the EU, 
seeing the MDTF being managed by the World Bank would be conducive to attracting the much 
larger amounts Bangladesh needs for its climate-change adaptation policies, as long as the 
proposal of projects to be financed remained, of course, the choice of the Government. 

Still on climate change, but in a different meeting, Foreign Minister Dipu Moni, stressed the 
role her country was playing within SAARC – to which 4 most vulnerable countries belong 
(apart from Bangladesh: the Maldives, Bhutan, Nepal) -  regretting that “in the past, we followed 
a kind of isolationist policy for some years (...) which did not help us”. The Minister explained, 
for instance, that the talks with India that were now underway also had a strong environmental 
element (basin management, common river policy, joint development of hydro-electricity 
schemes). 

II. Chittagong Hill Tracts Peace Accord

The Chittagong Hill Tracts constitute 10% of the territory of Bangladesh, with only 1% of the 
population living there - mainly the indigenous 11 tribes; while they historically enjoyed an 
autonomous status, including under British rule, they have faced pressure since the country's
independence with the arrival of Bengali settlers and the gradual militarisation of the region --
which is still difficult to visit independently without prior coordination with the authorities. 
Today, about 50% of the population are of tribal origin - in sharp contrast to the situation fifty 
years ago, when the composition was almost exclusively indigenous. A rebellion against the 
government went on until 1997, when then Prime Minister Sheika Hasina (re-elected 2009) 
signed a peace accord [PA] with guerrilla fighter Shantu Larma.

The Prime Minister was indeed keen to remind us that 
"peace was signed during my time", explaining that "other 
governments had, before, tried the military option", but no 
cabinet before 1997 could accept that what was needed was 
a political solution, nor had the political courage to go for 
such an option. As the EP Delegation enquired why the PA 
was not implemented subsequently, Sheika Hasina stated 
that "the BNP had always opposed the Peace Accord" 
which, explained why so little was done during the 2001-
2008 period. 
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PM Sheika Hasina did stress that she was aware that the PA should now start being 
implemented, which is why a special Accord Implementation Monitoring Committee had 
recently been appointed under the Chairmanship of Sayeda Sajeda Chowdhury, Deputy Speaker 
of Parliament. She did, however, concede that the main problem in the region -which is one of 
land ownership-, is a difficult one to tackle: a Land Commission has now been set up, but it is 
already clear that it will face many difficulties that "are not easy to solve". The general guiding 
principle should be to now start issuing "Land Deeds (...) in a formal way (...) in order to solve 
things once and for all". The PM explained this was necessary as, "previous governments [had] 
allocated land [to settlers] too rapidly", but stressed that, at least now, "things are going in the 
right direction".

Met in Bandarban, CHT, Brigade Commander Atiq explained the role of the Army during the 
counter insurgency years “against local miscreants”; today, according to the Commander, there 
are still 74 camps in the CHT (31: Army ; 20 Bangladesh Rifles ; rest: Police). Apart from 
ensuring local stability, Commander Atiq 
argued that Units like the LXIX Brigade are 
playing a key role by fulfilling various other 
functions which, Members felt, would 
ordinarily be taken care of by other state 
services: fighting deforestation, providing 
water, sanitation and medication to isolated 
tribes, performing humanitarian operations 
(sic), and carrying out periodic anti-
narcotics operations at the border with 
Myanmar. The Commander appeared rather 
sceptical of the abilities of the Police - "if 
they go into the jungle, they may never come 
back"...unless accompanied by the army.

While demilitarisation is part of the peace accord and while the presence of the army is indeed 
slowly decreasing, the Brigadier Commander explained that, even today, some armed groups are 
still active and wish to undermine the Peace Accord [PA] - which, it is true, "was never properly 
implemented": these include the United People Democratic Front as well as the CHT National 
Front. But otherwise, in the Army view, there are "generally no incidents with indigenous 
population" due to the "very good relation which exists with local authorities". Before the PA, 
there was confrontation related to land disputes, "but now much less"; in any case, when land 
disputes are the matter "the army has nothing to do with it" and the "old" Bengali settlers "are 
not an element of tension any longer"3.

The picture of the situation painted during the exchange of views with former guerrilla-leader 
Shantu Larma, Chittagong Hills Tracts Regional Council Chairman, was definitely less 
rosy: "it has been 12 years since we signed the Peace Accord, but very little has been coming 
from the Government since - except hardship". If the PA was implemented correctly, he felt, 

                                               
3 Three days after these statements, and in the same area, violent clashes resulted in a number of killings and more 
than a hundred houses being burned down. The EP Delegation can understand the Government's strong reaction to 
the public statement of HR Ashton insofar it apportioned blame to army personnel without waiting for the results of 
a domestic inquiry; on the other hand, such events are probably a useful reminder -to all involved- that the situation 
is definitely much more volatile than as described during some of the meetings held, and that status quo is not an 
option.
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"most of the problems would be solved". For the time being, (i) the Land Commission is 
"completely dysfunctional"4, (ii) the Ministry for CHT Affairs "has not been established 
properly"5, and the (iii) 3 District Councils "remain toothless". Implementation of the PA in both 
"letter and spirit" is needed ; expectations were very high after Sheika Hasina took office in early 
2009, but since then "few effective steps have been taken", although it is true that about 35 
temporary Army camps have been withdrawn.

M. Shantu Larma asked the EP delegation to understand that "we 

are under tremendous pressure"; "identifying our real friends

within the Government is becoming very difficult". The main 

danger -and, Members felt, there is a question mark on whether 

the authorities  realise this-  is that "our people are now losing 

hope" and "wondering what to do under such a situation". In 

short, "we now realize that we have to take political initiatives 

and accelerate the momentum of our demands" if there is to be 

any progress at all.

III. Rohingya Refugees

Rohingyas, Muslims who, ethnically, are 
very similar to Bangladeshis living just 
across the border, have been fleeing from 
Myanmar since 1978 - although the intensity 
of the flow has known degrees of variation 
depending on the (relative) tolerance levels 
observed in Myanmar over the years. The last 
important wave of voluntary repatriation to 
Myanmar took place in December 2005; there 
are at present about 28,000 documented 
[registered] Rohingya refugees, living with a 
refugee status recognised by the Bangladesh 
government in the two official camps which 

are managed by the UNHCR in Nayapara and Kutapalong - the latter visited by the Delegation, 
on the same week when the issue became headline news for the international media due to the 

                                               
4 Although existing on the paper, the Land Commission is said to have no offices, nor any staff except for its 
Chairman. The EP delegation would welcome clarifications on this aspect.
5 It appears that the ministry is staffed quasi-exclusively by non-indigenous officials; this may explain its faux pas of 
officially asking Hills Districts, at the beginning of 2009, not to use the word "Adivashi" (indigenous) any longer, 
and replace it by "Upajati" (tribal). The request was felt like an undue, and unnecessary, provocation in the CHT. 
Again, the EP delegation would welcome a clarification on whether this -documented- request constitutes official 
policy.
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publication of a, highly critical, Médecins Sans Frontières report on the wider situation and 
another report by the Arakan project. 

Serious protection problems exist vis à vis the 
large number -at least 200.000- of unregistered 
Rohingya: as unregistered refugees, they have 
absolutely no legal rights in Bangladesh and 
are not entitled to receive any UNHCR 
assistance. Thus, they are denied access to the 
official camp services and public services such 
as education, health, protection. Unregistered 
refugees are therefore left completely 
unassisted without any legal status, civil 
rights, protection or support that a stateless population would need; they are therefore highly 
vulnerable and subject to any form of abuse. Many of them live in makeshift camps, in the 
immediate vicinity of the "official" camps, and in conditions which the EP delegation can only 
assess as truly appalling.6

The Delegation raised this issue during most, if not all, the meetings that were held with the 
Bangladeshi authorities. Thus, Prime Minister Sheika Hasina explained that "they are 
spreading out" - which is creating several problems for a poor country like Bangladesh. She 
insisted that "this issue should be solved by Myanmar taking them back", since Bangladesh is 
already severely overpopulated. The Prime Minister appeared negative about any idea of local 
integration, stressing that "this is not possible for us" as "local people are already suffering". 
The Prime Minister felt that "Rohingyas were creating problems abroad, and giving Bangladesh 
a bad name".

Foreign Minister Dipu Moni reminded MEPs of Myanmar's position on the matter: at the 
beginning, the Government had argued that Rohingyas did not belong to Myanmar at all; after 
Bangladesh insisted, Myanmar accepted last May, nonetheless, that in principle Rohingyas were 
their citizens and would be accepting back 9.000 of them. While Bangladesh still insists that 
Myanmar has an obligation to accept all of them back on its soil, the Foreign Minister 
pragmatically admitted that "these people will never go back because of the prosecution they 
face - which is very much there". On the other hand, "this cannot go on for ever", and 
Bangladesh is looking forward to some changes in Myanmar after the 2010 elections: "we have 
been waiting for almost 30 years, so we can wait a little bit longer". 

The EP delegation was, however, given very various estimates on the actual number of 
unregistered Rohingyas in the country: PM Sheika Hasina numbered them at "up to 500.000", 
while Foreign Minister Dipu Moni argued that "300.000-400.000 of them are everywhere", and 
the Acting Foreign Secretary assessing the figure more within the "300.000-500.000" bracket. 
These approximations probably explained why many Government figures confirmed that "some 
kind of registration will be forthcoming" -- although, in this matter, EU help and advice is likely 
to be needed and has already been offered.

                                               
6

The Delegation visited two projects supported by the EU that provide facilities for any in need, applying to both the local population and the 
undocumented Rohingya: a medical facility provided by MSF and a feeding programme provided by Action Contre la Faim. 
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Joint Secretary and Refugee Relief and Repatriation Commissioner (RRRC) Feroz Uddin, 
whom the Delegation met at his Cox's Bazaar HQ after having visited the camps, stressed that 
the priorities of the RRRC was to make [registered] refugees "able citizens when they are back in 
Myanmar". He also explained that the Cox Bazaar region was amongst the poorest in 
Bangladesh, but that 
people remained "very 
hospitable" despite 
complications arising on a 
daily basis; for the RRRC, 
if tensions can sometimes 
be observed between 
Rohingyas and the local 
population, the real reason 
is economic: as the 
refugees are "ultra-
poor...they bring down 
wages in the area". 
Therefore, M. Uddin stressed that "we should first improve the livelihood of the local 
population", reminding that, by law, "[registered] refugees cannot work out of the camps – it is a 
matter of law". 

RRRC staff, met in the Kutapalong camp, informed the Delegation that the [documented] 
refugee’s life, in the camps, had seen some improvements in the recent years: for instance, the 
previous mafia-like structures that prevailed in camps had been dismantled, in favour of elected 
committees; likewise, progress had been observed on women empowerment and the physical 
conditions in the camp. Basic education was now being provided within the camp itself and 
some, very limited, training. When it came to secondary education, though, the prospects were 
more grim – although the presence of some refugees studying in schools in the vicinity was 
sometimes tolerated. This being said, RRRC staff alluded to a real problem when they explained 
that “people around think the [registered] Rohingyas are getting advantages for free”; they did 
not deny that some local hostility existed against the Rohigyas and that "the trend is worsening”.

Interestingly, when it came to definition of status and the discussion centred on both registered 
and unregistered refugees, Commissioner Uddin choice of compassionate words -"they are not 
citizens in Myanmar, they are not citizens in Bangladesh, what is their future?"- appeared rather 
close to the position of the EP that the unregistered Rohingyas should actually be recognised for 
what they are: stateless asylum seekers, who have fled their country of origin as a result of direct 
or indirect prosecution.

This was, not the view of Cox's Bazaar Deputy Commissioner Md Gias Uddin Ahmed whose 
unique prism, unsurprisingly, was the "law and order situation (...) which must be maintained".
Asked about rumours of an anti-Rohingya crackdown recently, M. Ahmed explained that "500 of 
them have been arrested and are in jail"7 –. Although he did not deny the fact that Rohingyas 
face political prosecution in Myanmar, M. Ahmed refused to accept that this was the primary 
cause for their arrival, seeing them as illegal economic migrants: "Bangladesh is like Dubai to 
them", and “if all the people of the world came here" the situation would quickly become 
unsustainable.

                                               
7 The Delegation was told that the arrest of Rohingyas in the area for immigration offences was substantially higher 
at this point in 2010 than for 2009. Those arrested are detained as they cannot be returned.
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The Police Chief further expressed the view that WFP rations should be 
limited to 2 children per family, in order to "introduce an element of 
pressure, and thus control population growth [inside the camps]". He 
was not alone in expressing this view. Again unsurprisingly, M. Ahmed 
expressed very strong views against any, however remote, possibility 
of regional integration, arguing that in such a situation “clashes could 
occur” despite "our people being polite and gentle". 

M. Ahmed did however appear open to the idea of registering the 
undocumented refugees – as long as this meant issuing “a coloured 
document which would demonstrate their Myanmar nationality”. The 

idea, M. Ahmed elaborated, would be for this document to feature the mention “Unwanted 
Migrant - Special Card” – “which should be done a.s.a.p”. Registration of the refugees under a 
scheme similar to the one of the currently documented ones, giving them a legal status with 
refugee rights, would, in M. Ahmed’s view, result in one word: “Chaos”. He further advised the 
Delegation, and the international community at large, “not to give them extra facilities or hope: 
the expectations of these people are unlimited”.

IV.  Other issues

 Death penalty: this was raised with Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina, not least in the light 
of the executions which took place only shortly before the arrival of the Delegation,  
relating to the assassination of her father. The view of the EP was clearly stated, although 
not accepted.

 Water quality and the effects of salt-water shrimp production. This is a significant 
income earner for Bangladesh but the production results in increased salination of soil 
and water and destabilisation of land in the areas affected. The authorities recognise the 
tensions cause by such production. While we were there, the High Court issued a ruling 
demanding the cessation of such production: this decision will, however, be appealed.

 Land-use and agricultural methods within the CHT. There seems to be some question 
as to how much state forest is effectively treated as such and whether some of that land 
could be released for agricultural use or provision of other livelihood in keeping with 
sound environmental practice.

 Empowerment of women. The Delegation visited two projects within the CHT which 
especially recognise the need to provide women with an income as a means to improving 
the status of women and the educational possibilities for children, and was also presented 
with the results of another EU-funded project which has been aimed at empowering girls 
in rural situations. The Delegation hopes a way will be found to present this project 
within the EP. The Prime Minister is an advocate of women’s empowerment.

 Reduction in Acid attacks.  The Delegation also visited an inspiring EU-funded project 
based in Dhaka which not only provides reconstructive surgery to victims of acid attacks 
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but has also worked to combat and reduce such attacks – some of which are against 
women who might have rejected a man’s advances, but others of which are based in land 
disputes. Active societal support has meant the project has: successfully reduced the 
number of attacks throughout the country; taught people how to reduce the physical 
impact of such attacks through immediate action and is now contributing to general 
medical training regarding burns.

 The Human Rights Situation. The Delegation met with representatives of a number of 
NGOs to discuss the overall situation but this was, regrettably, a short meeting due to 
last-minute agenda change. However, a clear concern is the need for better 
implementation of programmes and legislation throughout the fabric of governance at all 
levels and a coherent, human-rights based approach. The need to tackle on-going 
corruption was also raised with us by a number of bodies and individuals. The Delegation 
recognises the challenges faced by the current Government and will be open to support 
any further requests for assistance.

 The Delegation welcomes the fact that, during all meetings, authorities appeared 
conscious of the dangers of radicalisation; the Prime Minister, reminding that she was a 
terrorist-attack survivor, stressed that one of the core values of Bangladesh, a secular 
country, was mutual tolerance. The EP Delegation therefore hopes that a solution 
allowing Ms Taslima Nasreen, 1994 winner of the EP Sakharov Prize for freedom of 
thought, to return to her country will be found soon.

V. Conclusions

General issues:

 The Delegation would very much welcome a visit from their counterparts of all parties of 
the Jatiya Sangshad in order to develop stronger relations between the two bodies and 
continue the discussions from this visit – not least on the subjects of climate change and 
also Parliamentary democracy.

 Bangladesh needs to improve a poor implementation capacity on projects, political 
commitments and legislation. A rule-based inter-party-cooperation, with the opposition 
playing a constructive role within the Parliament, could contribute to improve the overall 
legislative framework and its implementation. The APGCG provides an example of what 
can be possible.

Climate Change:

 Bangladesh clearly deserves support in its struggle against the adverse consequences of 
climate change; the South Asia Delegation conveyed the European Parliament’s 
solidarity after the weak results of COP-15 and vows to continue its efforts in order for 
the developed world, and the EU in particular, to recognise its responsibilities, in a spirit 
of Climate Justice, as Jatiya Sangshad MPs called for.
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Chittagong Hills Tracts:

 On the situation in the Chittagong Hills Tracts, most MEPs felt that the grievances of the 
indigenous population and Adivashis could hardly be described as baseless; the 
Delegation felt there definitely was a sense of urgency in seeing at least the beginning of 
an implementation process of the PA, in order to rebuild trust - before it becomes too late. 
MEPs were particularly concerned at the fact that if the Government failed to take such 
steps, the PA theme would almost certainly become a campaign issue before the next 
elections -- something which would be divisive for the country, and would lead to further 
lack of visible progress on the issue.

 The question is not whether the 1997 Peace Accord is perfect - it is probably not - or 
whether its rapid full implementation is realistic. But steps should be taken in order to 
ensure that the Land Commission now really starts settling the enormous backlog of land 
disputes between tribes and settlers: a clear action plan, setting out how claims can be 
established, would help establish confidence. Likewise, a roadmap leading to elections to 
the Hills District Council should be adopted. Clarification of the roles of the various 
authorities in the area would be helpful and help avoid duplication of responsibility and 
possible tensions.

 The Army remains a player on the CHT issue; for the EP Delegation, this is 
understandable at this point: from what it saw and heard during its stay in the region, 
radical de-militarisation in the area could lead to a rise in violence. Progressive 
withdrawal is therefore probably the only option, with a parallel gradual strengthening of 
the currently under-resourced local police corps - which should, however, integrate much 
more strongly an indigenous component in order to be accepted by the population and 
have a clearly civilian role.

Rohingya Refugee Situation

 The EP Delegation accepts that the government of Bangladesh is genuinely and seriously 
concerned by what it sees as a real potential "pull factor" of more refugees into the 
country. It is also absolutely certain that the key responsibility for this current, 
unacceptable, situation lies within Myanmar.

 On the other hand, the Delegation is puzzled by the fact that although the root-cause of 
their presence in the country –i.e. direct or indirect persecution in Myanmar- seemed to 
be verbally accepted by the Government, the law-enforcement authorities in Cox Bazaar 
persisted in seeing in de facto stateless refugees “unwanted migrants” and nothing else. 
As long as this seems to be the prevailing mentality, the Delegation fears it is hard to 
dismiss as automatically unfounded all allegations of cases of forced repatriation or 
refoulement – i.e. Rohingyas being pushed back across the river. 

 Given that the Rohingya people cannot reasonably be expected to return to Myanmar at 
this time; that they are not allowed to work and that unregistered refugees are not able to 
access organised food programmes, Members regretfully conclude that the current 
approach of the authorities is not adequate in order to face an international humanitarian 
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crisis in the making and falls short of international standards on international 
humanitarian law.

 The Delegation is however encouraged by the signs it received that some kind of 
registration, even under a temporary / transitional status, of these undocumented refugees 
is currently under consideration. The South Asia Delegation strongly hopes that some 
minimal rights will be recognised under this status, and fully understands that a densely 
populated poor country cannot easily face the additional burden this may create; the EU 
could assist in helping with comprehensive development programmes, designed to 
benefit the entire vulnerable population living in the district, without discriminating 
between the Rohingya and Bangladeshi residents.

 While the EP Delegation commends the UNHCR for the admirable work it has been 
doing in the field, it also recalls that the UNHCR is the only international organisation 
with a clear statutory mandate to protect refugees; the fact its sees its current 
Memorandum of Understanding with Government of Bangladesh as rather restrictive 
cannot, and should not, prevent the UNHCR from assuming its responsibilities and taking 
a proactive leading role in this regard.
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Annex II

Dhaka, 20 February 2010
Press Statement

The European Parliament’s Delegation for relations with South Asia, led by Ms Jean Lambert (Greens, 
UK) visited Bangladesh from 12 to 19 February and held the 4th EP/Bangladesh Interparliamentary 
meeting with the Jatiya Sangshad. During its week in the country, the Delegation had talks in Dhaka with 
Prime Minister Sheika Hasina, Speaker Abdul Hamid, Members of the All Party Working Group on 
Climate Change, Foreign Minister Dipu Moni as well as many representatives of the NGO world.

This was the second visit of EP parliamentarians since last November, and a proof of the attention with 
which the European legislature is following developments in Bangladesh after the return to democracy: 
five months ago the talks had focused mainly on climate change, which allowed conveying to the EP the 
concerns of Bangladesh in this respect. MEPs shared with all interlocutors the EP’s deep disappointment 
at the weak results of the Copenhagen summit and vowed to continue their efforts in order to ensure that 
the developed / polluting countries assume their responsibilities.

The mission of the Delegation took place one week after the EP Plenary adopted an urgency resolution on 
the situation in Burma/Myanmar, condemning the régime’s ethnic cleansing campaigns, notably against 
the Rohingya minority. The Delegation witnessed the plight they face by visiting the Rohingya camps in 
Kutapalong and discussed the issue of registered -and unregistered- refugees at all levels in Dhaka and 
Cox’s Bazaar. Sharing the conclusion of Refugee Rehabilitation Commissioner Uddin that a solution 
should be found for these people that “have no citizenship in Myanmar, no citizenship in Bangladesh”, 
Jean Lambert, Chair of the Delegation called “the Government to recognise that the unregistered 
Rohingyas are stateless and in dire need of protection; an appropriate status should therefore be defined 
and some kind of registration should take place urgently” in order to allow the EU, together with the UN / 
UNHCR, to assist the government in the provision of adequate services and access to a livelihood for all 
people within this poverty stricken area.

Members also had the opportunity to discuss the situation of Adivashis and the Chittagong Hill Tracts 
Peace Accord in Bandarban and Rangamati with many key players, including Regional Council Chair 
Shantu Larma. Parliamentarians are hopeful that, 14 months after the return to democratic rule, concrete 
steps will now be taken in order to start implementing the CHT Accord which was signed in 1997. The 
appointment of a specific Task Force by Prime Minister Sheika Hasina is a step in the right direction, 
which should be followed by progress on other topics – such as ensuring that the CHT Land Commission 
becomes a really functional entity.

Land reform, more generally, was a key element of the Governments Charter of Change manifesto; the 
EP Delegation was particularly encouraged at seeing included common goals such as poverty alleviation, 
measures in favour of human rights and the respect of the rule of law, good governance, the provision of 
social/education/health services to all, and reiterates the EU’s solidarity and willingness to help in their 
implementation.

The South Asia Delegation now hopes that a Delegation from the Jatiya Sangshad will visit the European 
Parliament in Brussels or Strasbourg in order to further strengthen parliamentary contacts.
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Annex III

European Parliament resolution of 11 February 2010 on Burma [EDITED]

The European Parliament ,

(...)

A.   whereas the human rights situation in Burma/Myanmar has continued to deteriorate, political repression has 
escalated further and the fundamental freedoms of the Burmese people are being systematically violated,

B.   whereas the military continues to perpetrate human rights violations, including extrajudicial killings, forced labour 
and sexual violence, against civilians in ethnic conflict areas,

(...)

L.   whereas there are an estimated half a million internally displaced persons in eastern Burma, 140 000 refugees 
remain in nine camps along the Thailand-Burma border, and over 200 000 Rohingyas are living in refugee camps or 
scattered over south-eastern Bangladesh; whereas millions of Burmese migrants, refugees and asylum seekers are 
living in Thailand, India, Bangladesh and Malaysia and are sometimes victims of trafficking,

M.   whereas starting on 2 January 2010 there has been an unprecedented crackdown by Bangladesh law 
enforcement agencies on unregistered Rohingya refugees who have settled outside the two official refugee camps in 
Cox's Bazar District; whereas more than 500 Rohingyas have since been arrested and some of those arrested have 
been forced back across the Burmese border, whilst others have been charged under immigration law and jailed,

N.   whereas more than 5000 self-settled Rohingyas in Bangladesh have already fled their homes and flocked to the 
Kutupalong makeshift camp in Ukhia in search of safety; whereas the population of that camp has now swelled to an 
estimated 30 000 people, who do not receive food assistance and are now being denied access to a livelihood, as 
they would face arrest if they were to leave the camp to find work,

(...)

1.  Strongly condemns the ongoing, systematic violations of the human rights, fundamental freedoms and basic 
democratic rights of the people of Burma/Myanmar;

(...)

8.  Expresses its concern at the continuing discrimination, human rights violations, violence, child and forced labour, 
displacement and forms of repression suffered by numerous ethnic and religious minorities, and calls on the 
Government of Burma/Myanmar to take immediate action to improve their respective situations; 

(...)

11.  Condemns in strong terms the ethnic cleansing campaigns directed by the Government of Burma/Myanmar 
against minorities, including those seeking refuge in neighbouring countries;

12.  Calls on the Royal Thai Government to continue providing shelter and protection to Karen refugees fleeing 
abuses in Burma/Myanmar and to work with the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, the 
Thai-Burma Border Consortium and the international community to find an alternative solution that ensures the safety 
of the 3000 Karen refugees;

13.  Urges the Commission, in light of the ongoing conflict on the Thailand-Burma border, to maintain the EC 
Humanitarian Office's support for refugee assistance in that area in 2010;

14.  Welcomes the fact that the Bangladesh Government is allowing a fact-finding mission8 by its South Asia 
delegation to examine the situation of the Rohingya population in Cox's Bazar and Bandarban Districts next week, 

                                               
8 The South Asia Delegation wishes to clarify that the mission referred to in this resolution was not meant to be a 
separate one from the one sent in order to hold the 4th regular EP/Bangladesh Interparliamentary meeting, with a 
field-trip component in the CHT area. 
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and calls on the Bangladesh Government to recognise that the unregistered Rohingyas are stateless asylum seekers 
who have fled persecution in Burma/Myanmar and are in need of international protection, and to provide them with 
adequate protection, access to a livelihood and other basic services;

(...)
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Annex IV

EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

DELEGATION FOR RELATIONS WITH THE COUNTRIES OF SOUTH ASIA

4th EP/Bangladesh Interparliamentary Meeting
 Dhaka, Cox Bazar, Rangamati (CHT)

13 - 19 February 2010

PROGRAMME

Saturday, 13 February   Dhaka

17:00 - 19:30 Briefing with EU Delegation HoD Frowein and DG Relex Officials

EU HoD's residence

overnight stay Westin Hotel, Dhaka

Sunday, 14 February                      Dhaka & Cox Bazar

09:00 – 10:00 Meeting with EU programme manager for Governance and Human Rights
Westin Hotel 

11:00 - 13:30 Interparliamentary Meeting with the All Party Group on Climate Change

13:30 – 14:00 Meeting with Speaker Abdul Hamid
Jatiyo Sangshad

15:00 - 16:30 Briefing on CHT and Rohingyas with International organisations and NGOs
UNHCR - Médecins sans frontières - Action contre la faim 
EU Delegation

18:00 - 19:30 Meeting with Honourable Sheika Hasina, Prime Minister
Prime Minister's Residence

20:15 Flight to Cox Bazar (chartered flight)

overnight Seagull Hotel, Cox Bazar

Monday, 15 February   Rohingya Camps

08:00 - 08:30 Working Breakfast with UNHCR / WFP  
Seagull hotel

08:30- 16:00 en route to UNHCR refugee camp
Kutapalong
Meeting with CIC Kutapalong

Visit to Rohingyas refugees camp, projects outside the camps
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Kutapalong camp

Visit ACF Feeding Centre / MSF Centre

Ukhiya village + school visit

16:00 - 16:45 Meetings with Deputy Commissioner Gias Uddin Ahmed
DC Office, Police HQ,, Cox Bazaar

17:00 – 18:30 Meetings with M. Feroz Salah Uddin,Refugee Relief and Repatriation Commissioner
RRRC Offices, Cox Bazar

overnight Seagull Hotel

Tuesday, 16 February       en route to Rangamati, Chittagong Hill Tracts

08:30 - 11:00 Cox Bazaar - Bandarban 

11:15 - 12:15 Meeting with Brigade Commander
Bandarban

12:15 - 13:15 Bandaraban / Purba Khoia Para, Kohalong Union

13:15 - 15:00 Visit PDC Villages/Village Development Committees  and meeting with community
Bandarban

15:00 - 18:30 Bandaraban - Rangamati with UNDP

20:00 Cultural show
Nandit's Garden

overnight Parjatan Hotel, Rangamati

Wednesday, 17 February             Chittagong Hill Tracts, Rangamati

09:30 - 11:00 Meeting with Hill District Council Chairman
HDC Office

11:00 - 12:00 Meeting with M. Shantu Larma, CHT Regional Council Chairman
CHTRC Office

12:00 - 13:30 Meeting with CHT local and international NGOs
Peda-ting-ting

13:30 Departure for Dhaka 1st part delegation
Rangamati Lake (seaplane, 1st batch)

14:00-15:30 Continuation of Meetings with local NGOs

16:00 Departure for Dhaka – rest of the delegation
 Rangamati Lake (seaplane, 2nd batch)

19:30 - 21:00 Meeting with Commonwealth Parliamentarian delegation (UK branch)
UK High Commission, Dhaka
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overnight stay Westin Hotel, Dhaka

Thursday, 18 February   Dhaka
10:00 - 11:30 Roundtable with Civil Society

Radius Center (Bay's Galleria (5th Floor), 57 Gulshan Avenue, Gulshan)

12:30 - 14:30 Meeting with the Acting Secretary of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
     followed by 
working lunch with MoFA secretary 
Padma State House, Ramna

15:30 – 17:00 Meeting with Ms, Dipu Moni, Minister of Foreign Affairs
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

18:00 - 21:00 Meetings with the EU Heads of Mission 
    followed by 
Cocktail Reception hosted by the EU delegation
HoD Residence

Friday, 19 February Dhaka 
09:30 - 13:00

13:00 - 14:30

Briefing with Acid Survivor Foundation 

Visit of Hospital – meeting with patients
ASF, House 12, Road 22, Block K, Banani

15:00 - 17:30 Visit of Sadarghat port & old Dhaka

18:00 – 21:00 European Film Day
EC Delegation

Saturday, 20 February Dhaka 

10:30 - 12:30 Press Conference
Chair only 
The Forum, Radius Center

15:00 - 17:30 Secretariat: internal coordination meeting with EU Delegation 


